
EPP Plan Inclusions

EPP Feature Standard

Dedicated Account Manager

Data Warehouse and Management

Quarter 1 Milestone Review

Tariff Impact Review

Annual Review

Buying Information - Rate Watch

Quarterly Usage Reporting

Bill Validation

Power Quality Assist

Demand Alert

Industry Comparison Reports

There are many ways to save on energy costs, but all ways begin with data. EPP Economy is curated for a small usage site that 
needs basic energy data management & support to Save Their Business More.

EPP Economy is designed to establish an accurate energy 
profile  for a business. This is the right level of EPP, if you:

Want better-priced energy contracts.

Want to understand your usage and demand patterns 
to operate more cost-efficiently.

Have multi sites and want to manage all your energy 
data in a single repository.

EPP Standard

Features Description Advantages Benefits

Rate Watch

Dedicated Account Manager
Focus on your business while we do the work for you. Use your time 
better and focus on your business success. Remember, you are your 
business’ expert, and your time means money. Save both time and 
money by using our experience to take care of your energy needs.

Quarterly Usage Reporting
Stay in the loop, keep costs in control. Get a summarised demand and 
usage data prepared on a quarterly report to provide you a closer look 
on your quarterly consumption trends that you may use to adjust 
activities that could lessen your annual energy expense.

Bill Validation
Stop paying more due to incorrect bills. How can you tell you are billed 
correctly? With an expert account manager, you can easily tell. Our experts 
use your warehoused data to independently calculate your costs, provide a 
second opinion and file disputes on your behalf. You have earned the money 
hard enough to lose it on incorrect bills, let us take care of this for you.

Rate Watch
Buy when prices are low. The big question is when are prices low? How do you 
know when prices are low without going to tender. Worry no more, Power Choice’s 
Rate Watch. This is a monthly simulated market price to ensure you are in a strategic 
position to lock in your future electricity contract rates when market prices move in 
your favor. You now have the secret edge to catch every market move and take 
advantage when the market presents an opportunity.  

Annual Review
Drive down your energy cost by seeing the big picture of your usage 
and demand trend across the year. Turn data into strategies to manage 
your usage and reduce your costs in the coming year.

Tariff Impact Review
Plan and manage your budget better. Network charges can take up to 
50% of your electricity bill so it’s important to stay aware annual tariff 
changes and its impact on your cost.

Contract Start Up Review
Avoid the stress and risk of bill disputes. When you make changes to 
your supply arrangements, you may be faced with bill anomalies in 
your first few bills. Ensure you are accurately billed by having an expert 
deal with the rigorous and time-consuming reviews and checks.

Data Warehouse and Management
Data is key to finding savings. We collect, store and give you access to 
a single view of all your energy data to help you secure the best 
possible rates and spot any wastage that could drive down your 
consumption and expenses.

Monthly Market Pricing Information customised for each
customer’s site
Estimated pricing on all your sites if you renewed your contract today
Self price discovery
Price awareness

Buy when prices move in your favor
Make strategic buying decisions
Plan and budget future costs
Avoid price increase risks

Power Choice exclusive

Accessibility of simulated market price without going to tender or 
auction
Strategic position to take advantage when market prices move in 
your favor

Bill Validation
On-demand
Expert help in reviewing bills on cases of questionable billing
network charge variances
loss factor variances

Pay only for what you use
Better productivity

On demand expert technical review of complex single or multi-site 
billing
Expert and manual computation to check and file bill disputes

Dedicated Account Manager
Direct Line of Support
Energy market expert assistance
Dedicated monitoring of customer’s contract and account

Focus on business success

Less stress in managing energy-related issues
Less Admin Time

Dedicated electricity account manager to help resolve issues 

Monitoring and...
A specialised expert becomes an extension of your team

Annual Review
Summarised one-pager for your electricity consumption for the past 
12 months
Yearly summarised report in one page
Annual and personalised yearly review & report (check with SDAM)

Reduce future costs
Expert review of your contract and usage changes each year
Make actionable plans to manage consumption and reduce cost

Tariff Impact Review Government regulated tariffs change every start of financial year 
This review reports the changes on your tariff

Plan your budget
Summarised impact review in a concise report

Expert review of annual regulated pricing changes and their impact 
on your costs
Awareness of yearly tariff changes

Contract Start Up Review Every start of a new contract billing errors are detectable
We review the new rates and charges are reflected accurately

Fewer Billing Errors
Save Time and leverage our expertise

Expert check of your first 3 months bills to determine they reflect 
your new rates and charges every time you make a change to your 
supply arrangements

Data Warehouse and Management All sites, all data stored in one place

Use data and insights to make decisions that support your 
operational goals

Run your business more profitably
Use data to drive down operational costs

Aggregation of Data from multiple metering companies and retailers 
for a single whole of company view and access
Don’t lose data when you move providers

Quarterly  Usage Reporting
Tactical usage reporting to make improvements
See changes in your quarterly usage and spend
Summarised and delivered in your inbox

Convenient reporting of your quarterly usage and consumption
Make data-driven decisions
Manage consumption better
Make immediate plans to drive down cost

Professionally prepared quarterly usage and demand report for better 
management
Get regular insights on consumption trends that affect cost 


